
Ersky9x Voice Explained 
Making Voice Files and Programming them.   Revised 15 Dec 2013 !
The ability of Ersky9x to announce warnings, messages and music depends on the 
files which are contained on the SD card. These voice files may be downloaded 
from various places on the web in many languages and with many accents. You 
can program an SD card without the transmitter by inserting it in a micro SD Card 
holder which then fits in any of the USB ports on your computer. It can take some 
time to create voice files so it may be better to do it this way rather than have your 
transmitter connected to your computer for extended periods. !
When you insert the USB SD card holder into the USB port a drive will appear on 
your desktop (Mac) or in the 'My Computer' part of your PC 'Start'  window. Open 
the drive and create a folder in the root directory named 'Voice'. This is where all 
the audio files are placed and where ersky9x knows where to look for  them. !
Appendix A: Voice Files shows the mandatory format of the files so that the ersky9x 
firmware knows where to get the built – in announcements. It also shows where you 
may insert model names and special announcements which you make yourself. !
Files in RED must NOT have their file number changed These are needed by 
Ersky9x operating system. !
Files in Blue are for Model names !
All the other files can have any available number coloured black. !
Now do a google search for sound files for Er9x or Ersky9x and find a set of files 
which you like. After you have downloaded them the files will probably already in a 
folder named 'Voice'. Open the .wav file in your favourite audio player and you can 
listen to the content and accent of the files. You will find all the .wav files needed by 
the system.  
It is likely you will need some model names and some other announcements which 
are not in the download and you may want to make your own music or speech file 
to play at start-up. This file is called 'tada.wav' and you can make your own of the 
same name and substitute it in the Voice folder.!
Making Your Own Voice Files!
Using your own voice:
Open Quicktime Player. In the drop down menu 'File' select 'New Audio 
Recording' A graphic similar to an audio playback graphic will appear. It has 
a red dot in the middle. Click on that dot and speak to the installed 
microphone (on a Mac it’s at the top of the screen). Click on the dot which 
is now a black square when finished. Save the file to the desktop. It is 
in .mov format. Open Switch Audio Converter or similar audio conversion 
utility. Drag and drop the .mov file into the big space in the middle of the 
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the application. At the bottom left corner select .wav as the output format. 
At the bottom of the page is a button labelled Encoder options. Select 
'Custom' as the 'Settings' option. Then select 8 bit for Er9x use or 16 bit for 
ErSky9x use, and click OK. It doesn't matter what else you select they will 
revert to 'auto' anyway. No; I don't know why. Select the location where you 
want the file to end up and then click on the 'Convert' button. That's 
your .wav file finished. It will play in Quicktime if you want to check it out 
before adding it to the Voice folder.!
Using a Mac voice.
Mac have had text to speech capability since about 1988. Highlight any text 
or list of names and numbers and press a keyboard shortcut ( 'apple' + 'esc' 
in my case) and it will speak the text. (your mac may have a different 
keyboard shortcut - see later) !
In short to record a .wav file for your SD card: open iTunes, open TextEdit, 
Open Audacity. Write your text (ie model names) each on a single line in 
TextEdit, highlight it and press 'ctrl' + click the mouse (or "Right Click" on 
your trackpad), from the menu select 'Add to iTunes as a spoken track'. Go 
to iTunes page 'Recently Added'. As detailed above, drag and drop the .mp4 
file into the Audacity window. Select the .wav format. select the custom 
encoder option and 16000 Hz . Convert and Export the file as a 'WAV 
(Microsoft) signed 16 bit PCM' and you are done. Rename the file with a 
four digit number corresponding to a number on the list in Appendix A. 
Select one which is vacant and not one reserved for the system.!
Now for a little more detail. There are many Mac voices and the default 
(Alex) is probably not what you want as it does not match what others have 
already recorded because they are all female and this voice is male. Go to 
System Preferences and open the Speech Preferences. Depending on the 
age of your Mac there will be a variable number of voices and the quality 
will be variable. My ancient MacBook has 5 male,5 female and ten novelty 
voices. The male and female voices have a 'Stephen Hawking' monotonic 
sound and could be used, but don't match what has already been done. My 
iMac with OS 10.8 has only 6 voices total of much better quality, but you 
can download up to 20 or so specifically for different languages ie an Italian 
voice for italian language text to speech. I used the Australian English voice 
'Karen' which is a slightly softer but close match to what has already been 
done and has no Stephen Hawking effect. In recent OS's you have to 
download your voice from a list under 'custom' in the list of voices.!
Your shortcut to speaking text and adding text to iTunes as a spoken track 
may be different depending on the age of your Mac. Look in System 
Preferences - Keyboard Shortcuts - Services . Here you can tick the box for 
'Add to iTunes as a Spoken Track' and define your own shortcut. This 
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command line will then appear in your ctrl + click menu.!
Using a voice from the Web on your PC
You will need a text to speech application so that you have a suitable input 
for  the audio editor. Do search for 'text to speech free' and select an 
application which you can use and has a voice which you like. Here’s one 
which has been found to be good: 
http://www.acapela-group.com/text-to-speech-interactive-demo.html!
Open your text to speech application and your text editor. Type the text 
you wish to have spoken and record the output as a file on your desktop. 
Open the file in your Audio Editor.  Set the project rate to 16000 Hz and 
Convert and Export the file as a 'WAV (Microsoft) signed 16 bit PCM' and 
you are almost done. Rename the file with a four digit number 
corresponding to a number on the list in Appendix A. Select one which is 
vacant and not one reserved for the system.!
Audio Editing 
You will need an Audio Editor which is user friendly. Audacity is 
recommended. It is free and is more than adequate. Search for  ‘Audacity 
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‘Audacity Audio Editor' and download the appropriate version for your 
computer. It supports drag and drop to open files.
The large blank field in the middle is where you drag and drop the spoken 
text. The box in the bottom left corner is where you set the project 
frequency rate to 16,000Hz for Ersky9x and Er 9x. The volume of the 
spoken text is adjusted by the slider in the box to the immediate left  of the 
waveform. Just above this box is another with a green arrowhead. Click on 
this to play the individual track. The slider to the right sets the playback 
speed. If you want  to join two tracks together load both into the field in the 
middle. Using the tool which looks like a double headed arrow (available 
from the box in the middle of the top row of symbols) move one track so 
that it is aligned at the end of the other. You will now have one track 
following another. In the drop down menu 'Tracks' click on 'Mix and Render' 
Audacity will make one continuous track from the two (or more). In the 
drop down menu 'File', click on 'Export' and select 'WAV (Microsoft) signed 
16 bit PCM' as the file format delete as many of the fields as you wish – they 
only add useless information for our purposes and export. Rename the file 
and add it to your 'Voice' folder. !
When you have your new folder complete upload it to your SD card.!!
Creating many audio files
Audacity has a command 'analize>sound' finder.
It will split a .wav in multiple files then when you're happy with the split 
(you can adjust the label track), select "export multiple" from file drop down 
menu."!
Use of that feature in Audacity saves hours of time, allows automatic 
cropping of the quiet periods both before and after the sound and multiple 
exports in the correct sequence.  You type up all the sounds you want to 
record in one long list, highlight the lot, generate one long audio file, drag 
and drop this voice file into the Audacity new file window, set the project 
rate at 16000 Hz, select "analyse sound" from the "Analyze" drop down 
menu, set the before and after quiet periods to 0 seconds, and then "export 
multiple". !!!!!!!!!
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How to program the audio on ersky9x 
This  guide will explain how to 
set up the audio to use the 
voice feature with ersky9x.. 
Many thanks to Joao (The 
Fortuguese) :) !
You should first configure 
your radio in the radio set-up 
page. This is page 1 of 11; 
LEFT long press to get to it 
from the 'Home' pages. 
The important line here is the 
Sound Mode line. It must be 
set to 'SpekrVoice' !
If you want the radio to tell 
you with spoken messages 
what the alarms are, instead 
of a variety of beeps, gurgles 
and chirps you need to turn 
some other options on as well.  
If you want the welcome 
message to sound the splash 
screen must be  ‘on’ 
If you want throttle, Swich, 
memory and alarms to be 
spoken then they also have to 
be ‘on’. !
Next I’ll show you how to have 
your model name announced 
at start-up, just so you don’t 
take off with the wrong model 
selected in your radio:) !
Go back to the 'Home' pages. 
Go to the model setup menu 
by long pressing the right key, 
and then press short one 
more time to go to page 
number 2. Here you can enter 
a file number for the voice file 
that will play the name of your 
model at startup or when you 
change from one model to 
another. For models names, 
only file numbers starting at 
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0260 are allowed. 
 On the second line you find the option to enter a file number: In my case it says 
Voice Index: 276 
That means that the audio file to play the name of my Sbach model corresponds to 
the file number 0276 in the SD-Card. I made that file and put it there just as I 
showed you above. !
Now I will explain how to 
program a switch to trigger a 
voice event. 
Go to Models menu, page 
number nine, Safety 
Switches, and on the first line 
you will see: 
Number Voice SW 0 (Zero is 
the default value) 
With this option you can 
replace some of the safety 
switches with voice switches. 
So, the last number of Safety 
Switches in the list will be 
replaced by the number of Voice switches you've just created. 
In the picture above I selected 8 voice switches, that means that the safety 
switches 9 to 16 were now replaced with voice switches 9 to 16. !!
Every Voice switch has 3 configuration options. On the left you can select the 
switch itself. You can choose all the Physical switches and also all Custom 
switches. More on that later. 
The second option (middle) allows you to select how the voices and telemetry 
events will be played. Finally, on the right side you can select the voice file to play 
or, depending on the middle option, the telemetry event to be played. !
Left Column 
So, as I mentioned before on 
the left side you choose the 
switches. Int he screen shot 
above for VS21 (Voice Switch 
21) the RUD physical switch 
plays voice file 0080.wav from 
the SD card. In VS23 the SW2 
virtual switch plays the 
telemetry value for the RSSI at 
the time that the SW2 switch is 
programmed to operate. See 
below for how to do that. !
Middle Column– Here you 
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have the following options: 
On – This will play a voice file when you turn the selected switch on. 
Off – This will play a voice file when you turn the selected switch off. 
Both – This feature allows you to play two files using only one switch. So, when 
you turn the switch on, it will play for example file number 0100.wav, and when you 
turn the switch off it will play the next consecutive file 0101.wav. The files will play 
only once. When using this option you must make the on and off audio files with 
consecutive numbers. This way you only have to program the “on” file number.  
15 / 30 / 60 Seconds – This options will play the selected file number every 15, 30, 
or 60 seconds 
when the selected switch is on. 
Varibl - When you select this option, a telemetry event will be played once when 
the selected switch is on. In this case on the right side you will have all the 
telemetry events instead of the file numbers. 
Ex: A1=, A2=, Alt, RPM, etc... !!!
Examples:  
How to program a voice 
switch that will play a voice 
once (see the screen shot 
above) 
VS19   GEA  ON  76 
How to play a voice file once 
when the switch is on and the 
consecutive file number when 
the switch is off: 
VS9   THR BOTH 148 
In this case, when you turn 
the THR switch on, voice file 
number 0148 will be played 
and when you turn the THR 
switch off voice number 0149 
will be played.  !!
VS 10 and VS 11 show how to program for example a 3 position flap using ID0, ID1 
and ID2.. this one is a bit tricky but will save a Voice Switch.. Voice files used are: 
0144 Flaps up When ID0 is on 
0145 Flaps 1 When ID1 is on 
0146 Flaps 2 When ID2 is on 
0147 Flaps 1 When going from ID2 back to ID1. You will need to make a copy of file 
Flaps 1 ie 0145.wav and place it after the file for ID2 ie 0146.wav for this to work 
VS 10  ID0  BOTH  144  
This will play voice 145 when moving the switch to the middleposition (ID1) and 144 
when switching back to IDO.  
VS 11  ID2  BOTH  146  
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This will play the file 0146 (Flaps 2) when you move the switch from ID1 to ID2. 
When moving the switch back to ID1, this time (remember consecutive file number) 
file number 147 (flaps 1) will be played. That's why you must make a copy of the file 
for ID1 and place it right after the file for ID2. It sounds a bit complicated but if you 
have a play with it, you will easily get the hang of it.  !
Programming a telemetry event with a switch. 
In this example I will be using the RUD switch. Please take a look at the next 
picture. Custom switches 
menu. 
On this menu you find the 
custom switches. In the left 
column, among all the 
logical statements, you will 
also find an option called 
Time. When you select it, 
you will be able to choose 
the OFF and ON durations.  
This option is used in the 
Voice Switches to allow 
repetition of a voice or 
telemetry event in a loop 
with a preset time interval 
define by this custom switch 
SW2.  
So in my example (picture 
above) I have: 
SW1   Time   Off   27   On   3 RUD  
This means that SW1 will be on for 3 seconds and then off for 27 seconds. 
when the RUD  switch is also on. This is the switch we are going to use to trigger 
the telemetry voice event on the safety/voice switches menu. 
So we have VS23 and VS24 programmed to play 2 different telemetry events in a 
loop every 30 seconds. As 
explain before, we use SW1 
to trigger both Voice 
switches. One is set to play 
the RSSI event and the 
other will play the Tim2 ie 
Timer 2 value. The order of 
the files played in the loop is 
the same order of the Voice 
Switches. In this case the 
RSSI info will be played first 
and then the Timer 1 time, 
but only when RUD switch is 
'on' causing Custom Switch 
SW2 to come 'on' and 'off' as 
programmed. 
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Programming Voice Alarms.!
This is probably more important than setting a switch to announce the telemetry 
events. These are alarms that will sound when, for example, the pack voltage drops 
under a certain value, or the RSSI also drops under a certain value. In Custom 
Switches, page 9 of the model setup screens we enter:!
SW5 v<ofs A1= 10.4V.!
SW6 v<ofs RSSI 45.!
So here we have two 
custom switches that will 
turn on if A1 voltage falls 
under 10.4V,and RSSI is 
less than 45db.  The logic 
statement v<ofs means ‘a 
value (v)’ is less than a ‘set 
point value (s)’ In this case 
the value is the telemetry 
value of the RSSI 
(Received Signal Strength 
Indication) for example and 
the set point value is 45 
dB. The software now 
monitors the value of the RSSI and compares it with the set point value. When the 
RSSI falls below the set point the switch SW6 is turned on and this triggers the 
alarm. Now we have to specify which alarm message is played. I.e. we will use 
these switches (S3 and S6) to control some voice alarms in the Safety/Voice 
switches menu. This is a little different from programming the spoken telemetry 
events as we won't be using the voice switches but the safety switches instead.!
Note the "V" option on 
safety switches CH1, and 
CH2. These switches have 
3 options. S,A and V.!
S - This means that the 
channel will be used as a 
normal safety switch.!
A - this safety switch will 
work as an "audio" (not 
voice) trigger. It will play a 
pre-programmed audio 
alarm. You will be able to 
choose some different 
alarms and beeps on the 
right side.!
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V - This means voice. Similar to the audio audio option, but this will trigger a voice 
file that will play continuously. This is used for voice alarms, like the RSSI alarm or 
the flight battery alarm.!
CH1 V SW6 31!
CH2 V SW3 70!
Note that these safety switches are set to "V" The first one on CH1 will be on when 
SW5 is on and it will play voice file number 31. If you look in Appendix A you will 
see that 0031.wav file is the file which plays ‘Flight Battery Low’ and because the 
safety switch is set to type V it will play in a continuous loop.!
The second on CH2 will be on when SW5 is on and will play voice file number 70. 
From my SD card sounds list, Appendix A, 0070.wav file will play ‘RSSI Alert’, again 
in a continuous loop. !
You could make a .wav file from a piece of music or a siren and call that up when 
your allowable flight time has expired. Or you could record a message in your own 
voice to give you some colourful advice when an alarm condition is activated. !
What about when the throttle cut switch is activated having your radio say: ‘ great 
flight Dude’ ?!
The possibilities are endless. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Appendix A 
Sounds List !

0000- Zero 
0001- One 
0002- Two 
0003- Three 
0004- Four 
0005- Five 
0006- Point zero 
0007- Point one 
0008- Point two 
0009- Point three 
0010- Point four 
0011- Point five 
0012- Point six 
0013- Point seven 
0014- Point eight 
0015- Point nine 
0021- Warning 
0022- Error 
0023- Alert 
0024- Feet 
0025- Foot 
0026-  
0027-  
0028- the system is ready  
0064.wav  enjoy your fly 
0029- Limit 
0030-   
0031- Flight Battery Low 
0032- Voltage 
0033- Current 
0034- Height 
0035- Point 
0036- Volts 
0037- Volt 
0038- Minutes 
0039- Minute 
0040-   
0041- 30 Seconds 
0042- 20 Seconds 
0043- 10 Seconds 
0044- Percent 
0045- Inactive 
0046- Radio Battery Low 
0047- Degrees 
0048- Degree 
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0049-  
0050-  
0051- Amps 
0052- Amp 
0053- Seconds 
0054- Second 
0055- DB 
0056- Meters 
0057- Meter 
0058- No Telemetry 
0059- On Screen Display 
0060- Manual 
0061- Stabilisation 
0062- Return to Home 
0063- Fighter OSD 
0064- Concise OSD 
0065- No OSD 
0066- Throttle Switch Off 
0067- Low Rate 
0068- High Rate 
0069- Battery Capacity Used 
0070- RSSI Alert 
0071- TSSI Alert 
0072- Flight Mode 
0073- Landing Mode 
0074- Thermal Mode 
0075- Race Mode 
0076- Screen On 
0077- Screen Off 
0078- Coupled Rudder On 
0079- Coupled Rudder Off 
0080- Timer On 
0081- Timer Off 
0082 - Testing 
0083- Climb One 
0084- Climb Two 
0085- Climb Three 
0086- Climb Four 
0087- Climb Five 
0088- Climb Six 
0089- Climb Seven 
0090- Climb Eight 
0091- Climb Nine 
0092-Climb Ten 
0093-Climb Eleven 
0094-Climb Twelve 
0095-Climb Thirteen 
0096-Climb Fourteen 
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0097-Climb Fifteen 
0098-RSSI 
0099- !!
0100- Hundred !
0101 To 0109 –  HUNDREDS From One Hundred To Nine Hundred !
0110- Thousand !
0111 To 0119 –  THOUSANDS From One Thousand To Nine Thousand 
  
 0120 To 0130-TEN THOUSAND to TWENTY THOUSAND !
0131-  
0132-  
0133-  
0134-  
0135-  
0136-  
0137- 
0138- 
0139- 
0140- 
0141- 
0142- 
0143- 
0144-  
0145-  
0146-  
0147-  
0148- 
0149-  
0150-  
0151-  
0152-  
0153-  
0154-  
0155-  
0156-  
0157-  
0158-  
0159-  
0160-  
0161-  
0162-  
0163-  
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0164-  
0165-  
0166-  
0167-  
0168-  
0169- 
0170- 
0171- 
0172- 
0173- 
0174- 
0175- 
0176- 
0177- 
0178- 
0179- 
0180- 
0181- 
0182- 
0183- 
0184- 
0185- 
0186- 
0187- 
0188- 
0189- 
0190-  
0191-  
0192-  
0193-  
0194-  
0195- 
0196- 
0197- 
0198- 
0199- 
0200-  
0201-  
0202-  
0203- 
0204- 
0205- 
0206- 
0207- 
0208- 
0209-  
0210- 
0211-  
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0212-  
0213-  
0214- 
0215-  
0216-  
0217-  !!!
0260-  
0261-  
0262-  
0263-  
0264-   
0265- Surprise 14 
0266- Avionic 
0267- Rev Pro 
0268-Omega Long Span 
0269- Kompressor Long tail 
0270- Astra 
0271- Rush 
0272- Tomcat 
0273- Omega Short Span 
0274- Park Flyer 
0275- Merlin 
0276- Sbach 
0277- Cyclops 
0278- Cyclops OSD 
0279- !
0280-  
0281-  
0282- 
0283- 
0284- 
0285- !!
0400 To 0499 – Numbers from “Zero” to “Ninety Nine” !!
Files in RED must NOT have their file number changed !
Model names !
All the other files can have any available number (This could change!) 
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